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PREFACE
‘ High Voltage Shunt Capacitor Banks‟ are the main

key to maintain the „POWER - FACTOR‟ at 220 /132 KV Grid
sub-stations in RRVPNL. (These banks act like feeding of
Glucose to a patient to maintain his BP for healthy life}.
Engineers‟ wing know this fact very well that improvement in
power factor (PF maintaining very near to UNITY) at GSS is
directly proportional to the financial benefit of RVPN.
There
are
six
sub-divisions
in
REACTIVE
POWER
MANAGEMENT wing of RVPN and the capacitor banks
installed at various GSS of Rajasthan are being maintained by
this team only.
To expand the technical knowledge about operation
and maintenance of capacitor banks in reference to basic
need of power factor-correction at GSS, a „practical refresher
training course‟ has been prepared to train the selected
engineers as 30 master trainers (who will train further the
staff of GSS) in Rajasthan. For implementation of this
innovative task, I, Dr. LAKHAN SHARMA also have been
directed by the RVPN authorities to serve as FACULTY to train
the master trainers. This training PROGRAM bears the
approval of the Honorable CMD (RVPNL). Although, the
related technical theories are available in several books & on
internet also, but I tried to present the actual practical
scenario of capacitor bank„s operation & maintenance work
at GSS including concerned summarized theories in the
course.
Hoping for positively active response.
(DR. LAKHAN SHARMA)

ASSISTANT ENGINEER (RPM)
RRVPNL, Kota

In general practice,
system efficiency is used to improve by
reducing reactive power, although this theory is not applicable everywhere.
If system is purely resistive or capacitive, it can create some problems in
electrical system. Alternating current systems supply or consume two kind
of powers :- real power and reactive power.
Real power accomplishes useful work, while reactive power
supports the voltage that must be controlled for system reliability.
Reactive power has a profound effect on the security of power
systems, because it affects voltages throughout the system. It is essential
to narrate here some points regarding importance about Reactive Power
and how it is useful to maintain healthy System voltage.
Electric power is the rate at which, electric energy is transferred by
an electric circuit. It is transformed to other forms of power when electric
charges move through an electric potential difference, which occurs in
electrical components in electric circuits. In AC circuits, the electrical
components which are inductors and capacitors might go under a periodic
change in the direction of energy flow. This in turn gives rise to Active &
Reactive power.
The portion of power that is averaged over a complete cycle of the
AC waveform, results in net transfer of energy in one direction which is
known as active power (real power). The portion of power due to stored
energy, which returns to the source in each cycle, is known as reactive
power. When we pass an electric current through a wire, it obviously
produces magnetic field around it. When this field alternates between
opposite peak values both in time and space, an induced voltage is
produced in any of the conductors lying in the path of this field. This
particular field can also react with any other magnetic field established by
any other conductor and a mechanical force is created between the two
conductors. This alternating field produced by an alternating current is the
basis of enabling us to use electric power extensively. A DC current with a
steady, non alternating field, does not offer this advantage. The alternating
flux poses a lot of problems and one of them being the reactive power.
It is the power required to establish & maintain an AC fluctuating
magnetic flux, without which no energy transfer can take place. Against
this we have active power which delivers power in an electrical,
mechanical, thermal or any form we want. Reactive power is a necessity.
Without which the system won't function properly yet it is the one posing a
major problem. The problem area linked with the AC fields are reactances,
arcs, surges, resonances, skin effect, hunting torque. To overcome the
above problems, CAPACITOR is an effective tool.
When a voltage is initially placed across the coil, a magnetic field
builds up, and it takes a period of time for the current to reach full value.
This causes the current to lag behind the voltage in phase; hence, these
devices are said to be sources of lagging-reactive power. A capacitor is an
AC device that stores energy in the form of an electric field. When current
is driven through the capacitor, it takes a period of time for a charge to
build up to produce the full voltage difference. On an AC network, the
voltage across a capacitor constantly changes and the capacitor will
oppose this change, causing the voltage to lag behind the current. In other
words, the current leads the voltage in phase; hence, these devices are
said to be sources of leading reactive power. Electric generators supply
reactive power (in addition to active power) that is consumed by customer
load.

CAPACITOR AND KILOVARS

MAIN COMPONENTS AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENTS
OF

HT SHUNT CAPACITOR BANK
Main components and equipments of a complete
capacitor bank are as following :(1) Capacitor cells -(Major component responsible for POWR FACTOR
improvement)

(2) Residual Voltage Transformer (RVT)
Or
Neutral Current Transformer (NCT) -{Used to detect unbalance
during fault in
protection}

units

supplying

the unbalance current

to

the

(3) Series Reactors (SR) -{Used to limit current surge & fix the
resonant frequency}

(4) Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB) -{Main switching apparatus of
bank to make & break the circuit}

(5) Current Transformers (CT) -{Used for measurement & protection}
(6) Earthing Isolator –{For safety purpose during maintenance}
(7) Circuit Isolators -{Used to isolate the bank during maintenance}
(8) Control & Relays Panel -{A unit of various control switches, push

buttons, indicating lamps, annunciators, PF regulating & control
relays, protective relays, auxiliary relays & timers etc. with all the
operating systems. }

(9) Supporting Structures & interconnectors – {Structures Used to
support main HV equipments & interconnectors like conductors,
control cables, clamps, connectors, earth bonds etc. to interconnect
all the equipments of bank. }

(10) Fuses - {External HRC fuses/ barrel type extensive fuses are used
to save cell during unbalance or inside heating in some banks}

TYPES OF CAPACITOR CELLS
USED AT

GRID SUB-STATIONS OF RRVPNL

{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}

In reference to reactive power management, RRVPNL
has installed one, two or three numbers of capacitor banks
at various grid sub-stations as per the calculative
requirements of „load and power factor correction
equations‟.
Following types of cells are being used in the
capacitor bank circuits at the Grid sub-stations of RRVPNL
:Based on type of bushing system
Based on type of fuse protection system
Based on KVAR power of unit
Based on various sized units manufactured by the supplier
companies

{1} Based on type of bushing system :(a) Single bushing type cells
(b) Double bushing type cells

1 (a)

1 (b)

{2} Based on type of fuse protection system
(a) Internal fuse type protected cells
(b) External fuse type protected cells
External fuse type protection is classified further as following
into two classes:(i) HRC fuses (pin type indicative system, when blown out)
(ii) Expulsive type fuses (Barrel & wire system)

(Internal fuse type cell)

(External fuse type cell)

(Figure - 2a)

(Expulsion type)

(HRC Fuse)

(Figure - 2b)

{3} Based on KVAR power of unit
In general, following Six types of capacitor units (categorised on
the basis of kvar power) are being used at the Grid Sub-Stations of
RRVPNL :(i) 84 kvar cell
(ii) 92 kvar cell
(iii) 150 kvar cell
(iv) 168 kvar cell
(v) 200 kvar cell
(iv) 400 kvar cell
(The ‘units of 168 kvar’ are being used for 11 kv line’s banks only and rest
of the above mentioned units are being used in 33 kv line’s banks).

{4} Based on various sized units manufactured by the
supplier companies:RRVPNL is utilizing the various types of capacitor units of
several companies, which have been manufactured in
different dimensions showing particular branded item of the
company, as per company-wise qualitatively defined and
distinguished
standards
of
technology,
i.e.
the
manufacturing companies are used to provide the units for
capacitor banks according to the requirement of „kvar
power‟, but the unit of particular make or company
distinguishes dimension-wise itself as compared to another
make/ company‟s unit, consisting of the same kvar power.
Following manufacturing companies have been supplying kvarwise capacitor units in various sizes to RRVPNL.
(i) BHEL make units
(a) 92 kvar cell
(b) 200 kvar cell
(c) 150 kvar cell
(d) 84 kvar cell
(ii) SHREEM make units
(a) 84 kvar cell
(b) 168 kvar cell
(c) 200 kvar cell
(d) 400 kvar cell
(v) WSI make units
(a) 150 kvar cell

(Vii) MANOHAR make units
(a) 200 kvar cell

(ii) ABB make units
(a) 200 kvar cell
(b) 400 kvar cell
----(iv) UNIVERSAL make units
(a) 200 kvar cell
------(vi) ENERGE make units
(a) 200 kvar cell

Possibilties of Leakages in capacitor unit

1-Seal stud to container
2-Impregnation hole seal
3-Welds at top lid corners
4-Welds at top lid sides

5. Weld along container
6. Mounting bracket to container
7. Welds at bottom lid container
8. Welds at bottom lid sides

1-Top of terminal stud (if single bushing units)
2-Stud brazed to top cap
3-Press fit joint betw‟n top cap and bushing
4-Press fit joint bewt‟n bushing & bottom flange]

TIGHTENING OF CONNECTIONS ON
CELL - TERMINAL

Leakages from bushing and terminals
-Avoid leakages
-Use flexible conductors, avoid rigid conductors
-Avoid misalignment & straining of bushing joints]

TECHNOLOGY OF HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS
Capacitor units were used to manufacture
with the technology using biaxially oriented polypropylene
film and capacitor tissue paper impregnated with PCB oil.
Although, such types of units were performance-wise very
efficient but analytical studies shown that these units were
consisitng of chlorinated biphenyl liquid, which has been
proven as an environmental contaiminant (undesirable
pollutting substance) and totally injurious/ hazardous to
aquatic, birds and animal life.
Viewing the problematic situation of disposal
of these failed capacitors, Government of India directed to
capacitor manufacturers to switch over to non-PCB and nontoxic oils. Hence, now a days, manufacturing of mixed
dielectric capacitors (which were diadvantageous and costly
as compared to non-PCB PP capacitors) have been phased
out and „non-PCB capacitors in all polypropylene design‟ are
being supplied to „power factor corrective customer
companies‟ like RRVPNL. These capacitor units have
improved performance, sufficient durabilty and satisfactory
services.
MANUFACTURING MATERIAL OF CAPACITOR
High voltage capacitors are manufared
materials.

by the following

(A) Rectangle shaped iron steel cover/ container
(B) Capacitor grade Polypropylene film
(C) Electrical grade aluminium foil
(D) Imprignating 0il
(E) Discharge Registor
(F) Bushing with stud

(A) Rectangle shaped steel container :Outer shell of the cell / unit is made of metal (iron
steel) in a „match-box type rectangular shaped container‟ having drilled
flanges welded on its both sides. The size of the shell varies as per
manufacturing company‟s standards or make & capacitance (kvar)wise.
Example:The dimensions of outer metal cover / shell of the unit
(11kv/150kvar/ BHEL make, single bushing type), which has been
utilized in 33 kv capacitor bank at RRVPNL’s several Grid sub-stations
for a long period, are standardised as folowing:(a) Size of the box is (345 x 720x 135 mm).
(b) Size of flange holes is (Diameter 12 mm & slot 18 mm).
(c) Gap between both hole centres of flanges is 405 mm.

(Dimensions of 150 kvar /BHEL make capacitor unit)

i. Protection Relays
ii. Earthing of Banks
iii. RVT / NCT

(iii) RESIDUAL VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER (RVT)
RVTs are used in three phase capacitor banks to detect the
displacement of the neutral in cases where one capacitor in a three phase
bank fails. The RVT also serves the purpose of discharging the capacitor
and must be rated suitably as the discharge energy of the capacitor will
flow through it.
Although in general fuse protection is provided with each of the
capacitor units, but when
a capacitor unit is under fault and the
associated fuse element is blown out, the voltage stress increases to the
other capacitor units connected in series in same row. Generally, each
capacitor unit is designed for withstanding 110% of its normal rated
voltage. If any other capacitor unit further becomes out of service, in the
same row where previously one unit is damaged, the voltage stress upon
other healthy units of that row will increase further and easily crosses the
limit of maximum allowable, voltage of these units. Hence it is always
desirable to replace damaged capacitor unit from the bank as soon as
possible to avoid excess voltage stress on the other healthy units. Hence,
there must be some indicating arrangement to identify the exact faulty
unit. As soon as the faulty unit is identified in a bank, the bank should be
removed from the service for replacing the faulty unit. There are several
methods of sensing unbalance voltage caused by failure of capacitor unit.
The most common arrangement of capacitor bank‟s protection is
connected in star formation. Primary of a
potential transformer is
connected across each phase. The secondary of all three
potential
transformers are connected in series to form an open delta and a voltage
sensitive relay is connected across this open delta. In exact balanced
condition there must not be any voltage appears across the voltage
sensitive relay because summation of balanced 3 phase voltages is zero.
But when there would be any voltage unbalancing due to failure of
capacitor unit, the resultant voltage will appear across the relay and the
relay will be actuated for providing an alarm and trip signals.
The voltage sensitive relay can be so adjusted that up to a certain
voltage unbalancing only alarm contacts would be closed and for certain
higher voltage level the trip contacts along with alarm contacts would be
closed.

Neutral Current Transformer (NCT)
In some capacitor banks, NCT is being used instead of RVT. Under
balanced condition, the current at the star points is almost zero. But, in
event of failure of one of partial unit in a capacitor bank, the neutral is
shifted causing flow of current in the neutral. Current Unbalance Relay is
connected to the secondary of the NCT, which is set at a specified setting
depending on the number of units in the capacitor bank. An instantaneous
type relay with fixed time delay is suggested for this purpose.

MODELES OF RVT USED IN CAPACITOR BANKS

The secondary neutral of the main VT should be connected to
the neutral of the auxiliary VT primary, which should also be
rated for the voltage factor. The RVT is usually provided with a
secondary connected in star that supplies any burden and a
tertiary that is the actual open delta residual voltage winding.

SERIES - REACTORS
Series reactors are used with capacitor banks for two main reasons.
1.- To dampen the effect of transients during capacitor switching.
2.- To control the natural frequency of the capacitor bank and system
impedance to avoid resonance or to sink harmonic current.
A reactor used in AC power systems for protection against excessively
large
currents under short circuit or transient conditions; it consists
of coils of heavy insulated cables. It is also known as Currentlimiting reactor.
To reduce the current transient at the instant of switching on
the capacitance. In absence of such reactor, the contacts of the
switch / contractor may get damaged at power-on. At mains frequency,
reactance of the inductor is very small compared to inductance of the
capacitor. However, for step functions, the inductance offers high
reactance, limiting the current to safer value. In alternative words,
Series reactors are used for protection from the transient/surge
currents or harmonics. As inductor offers high resistance to the higher
frequency surges so its resistance will keep rising for the 2nd, 3rd……..
harmonics subsequently i.e. 2*f, 3*f, 4*f………(where “f” is the
fundamental frequency).Hence, the working function and benefits of
Series reactors with capacitor bank can be understand by realistic
practically proven factors as following.
1. It enhances the working period or „life of capacitor cells‟ by reducing
voltage and thermal stress due to harmonics.
2. It improves power factor in harmonic rich environment, because it
eliminates harmonic amplification.
3. It prevents the most common frequently repetitive nuisance of input
fuse blowing or circuit breaker tripping.
4. It reduces overheating of transformer, cables, bus bar and switchgear
etc. caused by the harmonic amplification.
5. It reduces the harmonic current in the electrical power supply
system
and addresses the harmonic troubles created by non-linear loads.
Following points illustrating „the Practical relation referring the
working- functions of reactor‟ are very suggestive to make more
detailed learning:(a) Capacitor switching transients
(b) Voltage distortion
(c) Avoiding resonance
(d) Reducing harmonic distortion

SPECIFIC CHECK- POINTS IN REFERENCE OF
MAINTENANCE OF CAPACITOR BANK
First of all, a sequential visual inspection of the
capacitor bank is very essential regarding diagnosis of
any fault in capacitor bank, so that further rectification
of the technical
fault might be completed doing
required technical work in actual direction.
A.

CAPACITOR CELLS:Following scenario may be cause of failure of
cells and consequently the cause of
tripping of a
capacitor bank.

-- Loosen stud of cell‟s bushing
-- Loosen cap at uppermost point of bushing.
-- Deformation in flat surfaces of cells showing expansion
like convex shaped/ bulging out belly.
-- Crack in porcelain part of bushing .
-- Liquid‟s leakage from bushing or from any joint of cell.
-- Low value of capacitance of any cell ( in micro farad )
B.

FUSES:-

If the bank system has external type of HRC fuses in it,
then sharp visual inspection to check the blown out fuse
is required.
(Safety-pin comes outside from fuse, in case of blown out
the fuse.)
-- in a capacitor bank, it is essential to checkup the
continuity of fuses.
-- De-rustification of fuse-contacts is necessary.
-- Fuses must be placed into bank‟s circuit always, showing
their safety pin‟s point downward at bushing side.
If there are expulsive barrel type fuses in the circuit, then
the tightening must be checked in well manner.

Permissible limits of Capacitance
of various types of Cells
During a regular long practical practice (over a
decade) in the field of operation and maintenance related
to capacitor banks (RRVPNL), it has been observed that
the Permissible limits or variations in readings of
capacitance are subjected to technical characteristics
based on the particular cell‟s manufacturing company/
make and the various MVAR Capacities (in micro farad).

Particulars of cap. Cell

S.no.

MVAR / MAKE

Permissible Limit

(MICRO FARAD)

min.

Max.

1.
2.

400 kvar /ABB
400 kvar /SHREEM

23.9
24.5

25.7
25.3

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

200
200
200
200
200
200

11.9
11.8
11.7
11.9
11.9
11.9

12.5
12.6
12.5
12.5
12.8
12.5

9.

168 kvar /SHREEM

10.2

11.3

10. 150 kvar /BHEL
11. 150 kvar /WSI

3.9
4.0

4.3
4.3

12.

92 kvar / BHEL

2.4

2.6

13.

84 kvar /SHREEM

2.2

2.3

-

kvar/SHREEM
kvar/ABB
kvar/ UNISTAR
kvar/MANOHAR
kvar/BHEL
kvar/ ENERGE

(The ‘units of 168 kvar’ are being used for 11 kv line’s banks only and
rest of the above mentioned units are being used in 33 kv line’s banks).

GENERAL CARE & MAINTENANCE OF RVT & SR
(A) CHECK POINTS FOR RVT
First of all, visual inspection is must for RVT as
following :Visual inspection

-- No Crack in bushing
-- No Leakage of oil from bushings or from any
joint.
-- Sufficient Oil level in RVT
-- No Loosen studs
-- Perfect eathing system
-- Tightened da-dn points & fuses of da-dn box
-- Defined Margin between conductor & RVT body
-- De-rustificaion on RYB & neutral point and
conductor connecting joints
Measuring & testing
-- Equal Resistance of RVT ( phase to neutral)
-- Testing of RVT (phase to earth Meggering, if necessary)
-- Voltage measuring (connecting three phase supply)

(B)CHECK POINTS FOR SERIES REACTOR

Visual inspection
(1) For air cooled single phase SR
-- No bird‟s nest or any undesirable item in hollow place
-- Properly tightened clamps with conductors
(2) For oil filled three phase SR
-- No leakage of oil
-- No loosen bushings & studs
-- No crack in bushings
-- De-rustification of joints
Measuring & testing
-- meggering
( phase to earth, if SR seems to be suspective)

BALANCING TECHNIQUES FOR VARIOUS TYPES
OF CAPACITOR BANKS
In the capacitor bank systems installed at the Grid
sub stations of RRVPNL, the balancing technique is a major
part of bank‟s maintenance.
Since, in absence of accurate balancing, there is
the zero possibility of a bank to be taken in operation,
therefore it is must to make a bank in balanced condition
according to the technical norms/ rules regulations based on
cells‟ capacities and number of cells configured in any
particular bank system.
For further more clear explanation of this technique, some
practical examples are being presented as following:-

Location:- 220 kv GSS Sawaimadhopur
There are three types of banks installed at this GSS,
which has three types of cells having different capacities
of 168 kvar, 150 kvar & 200 kvar.
(1) - 33 kv/ 5.43 MVAR/150 kvar/48 cells/ BHEL make Bank
It has two portions of 2.715 MVAR capacities (called half
banks or unit-1 &2) consisting separate RVTS and series
reactors for each circuit .
There are 8 nos. of cells (4+4 in two rows) in each
phase of a bank unit. i.e., in one bank unit, there are 24
nos. of cells in circuit and consequently, it is understood
that total 48 nos. of cells are required in a complete bank
(including Unit-1&2), which create an operative bank
circuit at its 100% capacity (2.715+2.715 = 5.43 MVAR).
In this bank, A bank unit can be balanced at 4/8, 6/8
and 8/8 cells, which are known at 50%, 75% and 100%
capacity respectively.
For healthy balancing, each cell must show reading
between 3.9 to 4.2 Micro Farad.

GENERAL SWITCH ON/OFF OPERATION RULES FOR BANKS
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Transformer (NCT) Balanced Capacitor Banks

